Building is not a static object but a moving project, and that even once it
is has been built, it ages, it is transformed by its users, modified by all of
what hap-pens inside and outside, and that it will pass or be renovated,
adulterated and transformed beyond recognition

Bruno Latour

Dismantling the city Ramparts
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Ancient Chinese Scrolls
These paintings were a representation of the city in
the midst of narrative, time and change due a completely different attitude towards time in China.
The Emperor would unroll the scroll to control the
temporal duration of the city and its events would
unfold in this process.
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INTRODUCTION
Time and the city

The purpose of this volume is to explore the role of time
and temporality in the project ‘Curating an Egalitarian
Territory’. The project asserts, with reference to Bruno
Latour, that the state of architecture and its operation in
the city is never static and is constantly in the midst of
change, development, destruction and reappropriation.
This document will outline the ways in which this
dimension of the city and architecture has both
developed a contextual analysis of history and is used
as a design tool to inform and structure the project.
The scale in this framing hence ranges from the city
at large to individual buildings and interventions. The
attitude of looking to the past and the city’s behaviour
over time to develop a stance towards future proposal
is embraced and becomes instrumental to the project.
Methods of notation, representation and curation all
become techniques developed in order to explore the
possibilities of describing architecture ‘in flight’.
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CHAPTER

//1

NOTATING CHANGE [KEY]

TYPE

Unravelling Copenhagen

+
*
^
_
>
#

SYMBOL
New property

Beginings

Change in condition

New iteration

Refurbish / Rebuild

Construction phase

Demolish / end

Current iteration

Change location

Change in status

New Identity

Behavioural shift

The history of the city is delaminated by framing
certain elements such as buildings or districts
with a notation system. The events that have
contributed to each element’s status through time
are drawn using a timeline, with coded notation
to assign certain behaviours or procedures to
each time stand of the city. An example of how
the history of a city element is translated into
a coded drawing is made using the history of
reclaimed land in the city in modern times. As it
is clear that some events overlap and have certain
durations, the ‘drawing’ of these events help
establish them as a set of incremental procedures.
By using symbols and annotation, a shorthand
of describing events can draw parrallels between
different city elements.
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New Event

End of iteration

Identity lost

Havneparken [a waterpark] is built upon
former dumping grounds for the city

1800

1850

Reclamation
Domestic waste
Islands Brygge developed

1900

Permission needed for dumping

+North Port built

*Dumping ground

_Demolition of fortification

*City expands beyond Demarcation line

EXAMPLE - RECLAIMED WASTELAND

1950

2014

Coded Timeline for reclaimed wasteland in Copenhagen

1800 ~ The city began to expand due to the
removal of the line of demarcation - allowing
building to occur outside the city ramparts.
1867 ~ The city Ramparts and Fortifications
began to be demolished.
- 1880 ~ Old ramparts used as dumping ground
1891 ~ North Port developed, more land
gradually developed between 1911-1918
1900-1960 ~ Waste dumped continually on
banks
1900-1933 ~ Islands Brygge (now a waterpark)
developed
1930-1940 ~ Amager Island expanded
1970 ~ Permission required for waste disposal
1974 ~ Area finally closed for waste disposal,
ground developed
9

MUNICIPALITY
Frederiksberg
Christiania

1100

1150

1150

1200

1200

The Free Town Christiania
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The idea of Municipality in the city is rife with political
and administrative tension as there are examples of how
territories have emerged in a non-hierachical society - self
imposed or otherwise. Frederiksberg is an example of a
municipality that although is not visually distinct from
the rest of city, is technically not a municipality that is
in Copenhagen, being an enclave that is surrounded by
1250 distinction between
1300
the city. This
identity in 1350
politics
and identity in experience becomes an instreseting way
of intepreting territrory in the city. Christiania is part
of copenhagen that was claimed by certain citizens as a
free town, with its own political rule and even financial
sytem. It’s self governing nature, introduces the territorial
apsect of the city in a more aggresive fashion, an initiates
a discussion on hierarchy in Copenhagen.
1250

1300

1350

1400

Frederiksberg
1400

1450

1500

1550

1500

1550

#Tulleshøy

1100

Frederiksberg Municipality

1450

1550
1600
1650
1700
1750

1750
1800

FBG

1800
1850

1850

Copenhagen city boundary expands but excludes Frederiksberg - forming a municipal enclave

1700

*No-Build zone removed

1650

+ Royal Palace built
# Frederiksberg

1600

_Town burns down

Land given to 20 Peasants by King Frederik III

1550
1900

1900
1950

1950
+First building

*Marijuana no longer sold openly in street

+Plans developed

*Terms nogatiated with military - taxes paid

# Orestad development initiated

#Christiania

*Area taken over by homeless / hippies from surrounding areas

_ Abandoned as military base

+Area establsihed as military barracks

^Ramparts reinforced

Ramparts of city defense [Christanshavn not torn down]

Christiania

2014

Growth of city [east -west] into Frederiksberg forms district

2014
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CITY RAMPARTS
Fortifications and Moat

1100

1150

1200

1250

1300

1350

The city of Copenhagen had previously been surrounded
by a walled fortification, and ramparts which governed
the city moats and the four respective gates into the city.
These fortifications thus contained the city scope, making
it extremely dense, before the line of demarcation was
removed and building was allowed to take place outside
these walls. The ramparts were then demolished and
gates dismantled, but remnants of them still exist today,
as we are reminded of the former extent of the city.
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^Ramparts replaced

_Original rampars destoryed

*Ramparts est when Absalon set up mooring point

The Ramparts that survived today

1400

1450

1500

1550

0
1600
1650
1700
1750
1800
1850
1900

Park surrounds former city moat

#Øste Anlaeg park est

>Botanical gardens moved to former city moat

#University Botanical Gardens

_Ramparts torn down

Park becomes listed

_Nazis burn Tivoli - unaﬀected

Park becomes listed

*Park built former city moat

#Ørstedsparken

Green plan reclaims former defenses as parks

#Aborreparken est

_Park built over

*Battle of Copenhagen

+First Greenhouse

>Location change
#Charlottenbog Gardens

>Location change
#Oedus Garden

Tivoli Lake preserves original city moat predating their removal

#Tivoli Gardens Est
TIV
*Park closed to public

+Botanical Gardens est

^Ramparts undergo modernisation

*No build zone outside of Ramparts ~ Line of Remarcation

1950
2014
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CITY GATES
From Østerport to Vesterport

1700

1450

1500

1500

1550

1550

Vesterport

1350

1400

14

1450

1500

1550

1600

1600

1650

1650

AMA

1700

1750

1700

1750
VES
^Gate renovated

1400

1450

+Vesterport gate erected

1350

1400

^Amagerport rebuilt

Amagerport
1350

ØST

#Amagerport est

Østerport

1750
#Østerport Station

1650

^Gate rebuilt

1600

^Gate moved and rebuilt

1550

NØR

^Gate rebuilt

1500

^Nørreport Gate replaced

#Nørreport Gate est.

Nørreport

Original gate at Østergade

1350

The Original ramparts to the city were surrounded by
a moat and entrance to the city was granted by four
gates that controlled movement in and out. These
Gates were all fortified and represented a distinct area
or character, but were all dismantled in 1857 when the
line of demarcation was reoved and their status as the
1400 was made redundant.
1450
city border control
The location of
each former gate however still exists today as the site of a
major train station.

Østerport in its time

1600

1650

1700

1750

1800
1850

1750
1800
1850

1750
1800
1850
1900

1900

1900
+Vesterport Station est.

1750

1900

*Train station established

_Gate dismantled

1850

+ Milestone set up

_Gate dismantled

1800

_Gate dismantled

1750

1950

1950

1950
+Metro capacity

^Train station restored

1950
2014

2014

2014

2014
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+Metro est.

+S-train est.

#Nørreport Train Station est

_Fortifications torn down

_Gate dismantled

Christiansborg palace

or Danish Paliament
or Christansborg palace [1st]
or Copenhagen Castle
or Almsborg castle

DANISH PARLIAMENT
Tivoli Lake

Christiansborg Palace

1100

1150

1200

The “Slotsholmen” Isle - also called the Castle Island where five Castles and Palaces have been built on the
same spot since 1167. The 2 km long canal surrounds
the Island and is connected to the mainland by 8
bridges. The current Danish Paliament is based on this
island and has gone through a long history of change,
development, destruction and changing use. The rich
history of this constant site yet changing building is
mapped here.
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1250

1300

1350

1400

*Castle userped

^Castle rebuilt

#Copenhagen Castle

_Castle destroyed

#Absalon's Castle

*Absalon ransacks land and claims as own

Extent of original city moat

1450

1500

1550

1550
1600
1650
1700
1750
1800
1850
1900
Current Christiansborg Palace

+Ruins become open to public

^Reconstruction begins

Ruins discovered

_Burned in fire

*Constitution ends absolute Monarchy

#Parliamnet est.

^New Palace built

*Castle no longer royal residence [Amaliensborg]
_Burned in fire

#Christiansborg Palace

^Castle imporoved.

*Absolute monarchy est.

COPENHAGEN CASTLE [1369 -1730]
CHRISTIANSBORG PALACE II [1794 -1884]
first Danish Parliament

CP

1950
2014
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SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Housing + Cycling
A Housing Commune [FKFB]

The changing status of social infrastructure in Copenhagen and Denmark as a whole is important to understand in terms of mapping the extent of egalitarian values to the way Danish people live. The communitarian
lifestyle has a physical impact on the urban fabric of the
city, taking shape of communes and bicycle lanes, and
thus impact the growth of the city. The change of these
elements are therefore mapped and social indicators
that are informed by and inform other city elements
and operations.
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Cycle lanes in the City

Cycling

1850
+First cycle track [Esplanded]

1850
1900

1900
+Cycleways develop at the lakes

*Popularity of cycling grows
+First recreational cycle paths

1950

1950
*Cycling monitored by govenrment

Council housing golden age
*Government attempts to sell oﬀ housing

*Financial aid towards communal housing

Cooperative heyday

*Protests to allow higher priority for cyclists

*Decline in use due to increase in wealth

+ First Cooperative projects

+Finger masterplan est

+Organisations est

*Co-op housing emerges

Housing

2014

^Cycle policy development

2014
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BREACHING LAND
Bridge, Station, Dock

1600

1650

An Old photograph of the Kvaethusbroen Dock

1550

1600

Three city elements that helped define a breaching of
reclaimed land - that is, from ‘true ground’ to recalaimed ground - are here identified as ‘bridge’, ‘station’
and ‘dock’. The relative historical backdrops are here
mapped as way of unlocking parts of ground condition
within the city.
1550

20

1600

+Kvaethus est - hospital for wounded marines

1550

The three elements of land breachment

1700

1650

1650

1750

1700

1700

1800

1750

1750

1

18

1800

1800

Dock

1850
^Dock expanded to current size

1850

#Kvaethusbroen

1900

KVD
Dock used for emmigration to America

1900

1950

1900
1950

1950
2014

Plans for complete redevelopment

1850
^Station overhauled

2014
+Station development [metro]

^Station overhauled

+Mainline

^Station renovated

+Station redesigned to be larger

^Station is replaced

+First Railway station in Copenhagen EST

CST

Dock became less used

1800

+Dock built

Station
#Langebro

Current bridge built

+Temporary bridge

^New bridge built in current position

+Christian V est. first Langebro
bridge in diﬀerent position [Langebrogade]

Bridge
LBR

2014
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^Iron bridge

+Christian VI est first bridge

RESIDUAL INSTRUMENTS
Bank, Bridge, Turntable,
Slaughterhouse, Shipping crane

Knipplesbro control tower

22

1500

1550

1600

1650

1700

1500

1550

1600

1650

1700

#Trommesalen est

1350
The intent
of looking at these1400
‘Residual Instruments’ 1450
draws parallels with the notion of reclaimed land, on
which most of copenhagen is built on. Thes ‘instruments’
are mostly buildings that exist today in the city that used
to play an operative role in the city in a ‘Fordic’ sense,
but due to changing times and technology, have since
been rendered obsolete. As time is fundamental to the
1350
1400
1450
status of these buildings, a mapping of their history is
particularly instrumental to assesing their status in the
city. These elements are used as architectural touchstones
in the project, as they become instrumental in the
behavioural design, continuing their relative time strands
into proposal.

1350

1400

1450

1500

1550

1600

1650

1700

1350

1400

1450

1500

1550

1600

1650

1700

1350

1400

1450

1500

1550

1600

1650

1700

700
1750
1800

700
1750
1800
1850

9 0 year monopoly

1900

DRH

1850
1900

1850
1900
_ To w n no longer for train workers

1800
+Slaughterhouses

1950

1900
1950

1950

1950

1950
DNB

Current bridge

^Bridge replaced

_Bridge removed

Bridge renovated from wood

*listed

_Decrease in use of meat

+Expanded to Oksnehallen

#Kodbyen

1900

+New design by Arne Jacobsen

1850

+ Ne w hall

1800

+Extension of monopoly

1750

*Independantce from Government

700
KS

_Shipping yard activity ceased

1850

+Workshop established

MK
_Use of crane benign

1800
>Moved to current position

1750

#Yellow town

Roundhouse built

+Drejeskive established

1750

+ Bank est. by Frederick VI

700
#Mastekranen

700
#Knipplesbro

KBT

Bascule control

2014

Slaughterhouse

2014

Shipping crane

2014

Turntable

2014

National Bank

2014
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^Ramparts replaced

_Original rampars destoryed

*Ramparts est when Absalon set up mooring point

#Tulleshøy

AJECTORIES

*Castle userped

^Castle rebuilt

#Copenhagen Castle

_Castle destroyed

#Absalon's Castle

*Absalon ransacks land and claims as own

ND

The Simultaneity of these mapped time strands is
important for a number of reasons. It first establishes
connections in events between different city elements
though events such as relocation and demolition. It also
reveals how events in some elements might have caused
events to occur in other parts of the city, having a ‘knock
on effect’, showing how all of these time strands inevitably
make uo the single time strand of the city as a whole.

1100

1150
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1200

1250

1300

1350

1400

1450

1500

1550

0
1600
1650
1700
1750
1800
1850
1900
Islands Brygge developed

*Popularity of cycling grows

+New design by Arne Jacobsen
_ Abandoned as military base

Council housing golden age
Reclamation

1950

Domestic waste
Cooperative heyday

#Christiania

DNB

+First building

+Plans developed
*Marijuana no longer sold openly in street

*Terms nogatiated with military - taxes paid
*Cycling monitored by govenrment

# Orestad development initiated

*Protests to allow higher priority for cyclists

#Langebro

*listed

*Government attempts to sell oﬀ housing

*Financial aid towards communal housing

+ First Cooperative projects

LBR

Permission
*Area taken over by homeless / hippies from surrounding
areas needed for dumping

Current bridge

#Knipplesbro

KBT

Current bridge built

+Finger masterplan est

+Organisations est

+Vesterport Station est.

Current Christiansborg Palace

+Metro est.

+Mainline

+New hall

+Workshop established

_Town no longer for train workers

^Station overhauled

^Station overhauled

+S-train est.

#Yellow town

^Station renovated

#Nørreport Train Station est
+ Milestone set up
+Ruins become open to public

+Station redesigned to be larger

#Kvaethusbroen

+Slaughterhouses

^Train station restored

#Aborreparken est

_Park built over

*Park closed to public

Park becomes listed

*No-Build zone removed

Park becomes listed

_Shipping yard activity ceased

Copenhagen city boundary expands but excludes Frederiksberg - forming a municipal enclave

_Use of crane benign

>Botanical gardens moved to former city moat

*Park built former city moat

Park surrounds former city moat

#Øste Anlaeg park est

_Nazis burn Tivoli - unaﬀected

Plans for complete redevelopment

_Decrease in use of meat

+First Greenhouse

>Location change
#Charlottenbog Gardens

#Mastekranen

#University Botanical Gardens

_Ramparts torn down

+ Royal Palace built
# Frederiksberg

_Town burns down

>Location change
#Oedus Garden

*Battle of Copenhagen

#Ørstedsparken

Green plan reclaims former defenses as parks

Dock became less used

+Expanded to Oksnehallen

*Train station established

#Kodbyen

#Tivoli Gardens Est

+Botanical Gardens est

Land given to 20 Peasants by King Frederik III

^Ramparts undergo modernisation

Tivoli Lake preserves original city moat predating their removal

^Dock expanded to current size
>Moved to current position

Dock used for emmigration to America

*Decline in use due to increase in wealth

+Extension of monopoly

*Independantce from Government

90 year monopoly

CST

+First recreational cycle paths

Ruins discovered
^Reconstruction begins

Roundhouse built

+Drejeskive established

DRH

^Bridge replaced

+Temporary bridge

_Bridge removed

_Burned in fire

_Gate dismantled

KS

^New bridge built in current position

*Co-op housing emerges

^Station is replaced

_Fortifications torn down
_Gate dismantled

+Dock built

KVD

+North Port built

#Parliamnet est.

+First Railway station in Copenhagen EST

_Gate dismantled

+Kvaethus est - hospital for wounded marines

TIV

+Cycleways develop at the lakes

+First cycle track [Esplanded]

_Gate dismantled

AMA
*Constitution ends absolute Monarchy

^New Palace built

^Amagerport rebuilt

#Trommesalen est

#Østerport Station

^Gate rebuilt

^Gate moved and rebuilt

Original gate at Østergade

*No build zone outside of Ramparts ~ Line of Remarcation

*Dumping ground

_Demolition of fortification

VES
*Castle no longer royal residence [Amaliensborg]
_Burned in fire

#Christiansborg Palace

^Castle imporoved.

^Nørreport Gate replaced

#Amagerport est
NØR

+Christian V est. first Langebro
bridge in diﬀerent position [Langebrogade]

^Gate renovated

^Gate rebuilt

#Nørreport Gate est.

ØST

Bridge renovated from wood

*City expands beyond Demarcation line

^Iron bridge

+Christian VI est first bridge

*Absolute monarchy est.

MK

+Area establsihed as military barracks

+ Bank est. by Frederick VI

^Ramparts reinforced

Ramparts of city defense [Christanshavn not torn down]

+Vesterport gate erected

FBG
Growth of city [east -west] into Frederiksberg forms district

CP

Distribute

2013

2000
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CHAPTER

//2
We should finally be able to picture a building as a
navigation through a controversial datascape: as an
animated series of projects, successful and failing, as
a changing and criss-crossing trajecto- ry of unstable definitions and expertise, of recalcitrant materials and building technologies, of flip-flopping users’
concerns and communities’ appraisals
Bruno Latour

Projecting the timeline

26

This chapter outlines how recognition of patterns and
behaviour throughout history might become tools for
projecting into the future, possible outcomes and events
that could shape the city. The contemporary attitude of
preservation likes to assume that keeping things fixed
and frozen is a true reflection of the identity of the city
and architecture. However, through the mapping of the
city’s history, it is clear that the main consistency of the
city, from its creation, is its tendency change, destroy
and redevelop. The project proposes for example, if the
parliament has been rebuilt 5 times since its creation, who
is to say that it wont be rebuilt a further 5 times in the
future? The project therefore continues each of these time
line strands as a curation of the city, and interweaves each
strand into each other as a means of establishing direct
connections in their futures.
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Current Christiansborg Palace

+Ruins become open to public

Ruins discovered

^Reconstruction begins

_Burned in fire

#Parliamnet est.

*Constitution ends absolute Monarchy

^New Palace built

*Castle no longer royal residence [Amaliensborg]
_Burned in fire

#Christiansborg Palace

^Castle imporoved.

*Absolute monarchy est.

CONTINUING THE TIMELINE

CP

The timeline for the parliament is here continued into
the future, as a sixty year period (standard lifespans of
buildings) in order to curate one (of many possible)
future. The timeline is however not extended individually
but in conjunction with the rest of the city, as the future
is curated as a complimentary set of events that influence
and are part of each other.

1600

1550
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1650

1700

1750

1800

1850

1900

1950

CP

1950
2000
2020
2030
2040
2050

pack

*Government election enforces new legislation

election

^Remnants of parliament renovated

+reconstruction phsing
suspend

#Christiansborg Palace IV
For the first time in history the Danish Parliament changes location

^Palace renovation plans develop

_Christiansborg palace partially demolished

*Parliament legislation influences development of Ørestad

_Station no longer used as primary entrance to vesterbro

*Parliament becomes divided over influence over National Bank

2060
Station land reclaimed into
public landscape
suspend

^Town refurbished

PAST
FUTURE

*political swing

2013
2073

2070
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2000

*Terms nogatiated with military - taxes paid
*Cycling monitored by govenrment
+Plans developed

*Government attempts to sell oﬀ hou

*Marijuana no longer sold openly in street

Balance

Housing phase 1

Suspend

Print

Control

distribute

Distribute

2013

+First building

print

distribute
cycle territory acts as gateway to Copenhagen
distribute
Housing development

+Christiania develops links with railway

^Cycle policy development

Reclaim retracton
land removed and redistributed, forming new topographies

2020
_Ørestad stalemate over unbuilt land and completed buildings

^E

+Banks loses role in financial governing
+cycle demand for more direct links

load

*Government re-establishes connections with national bank
+Dock becomes extention of Christiania territory, forming an exclave

2030

*30 year monopoly contracted
sus pen d

*Context creates residual
park space by parliament
and governement
*Ørestad receives financial backing from National Bank
social housing develops

*Cycling expansion in city under threat due to new financial relationship with bank and government

2040

+Bank sincorporates Lon currency in Christiania making them legal tender through the city

_Christiania no longer use site as sole residence - land is handed back to state

2050

Mastekranen - A residual instrument

+New building branch transfers banking burden

#Nationalbank II

balance

print

control

+Site becomes new city gate

#Chistianiaport

ob se rv

e

+Cycling track incorporated through building

Forts undergo vast remodelling by redistribuing land and building

2060

The full curated timeline for the future of Copenhagen
is here highlighted as an index of behaviour throughout
history. Events from past inform the future, and operations
of buildings are subject to change and refinement, as
they have always been, The time strandss also become
interwoven and connected directly, as the behaviours
of residual instruments become lodged into events,
orchestrating new attitudes and scope for development.

Land surrounding Knippelsbro experiences flux of expansion and retraction

Bank works closely with Parliament over funding

stable

*Development of gate recieves funding from National Bank

+Station - land relation prov
*Gate becomes lsited
_Building no longer used for banking purposes

2070

2073

30

_Decrease in use of meat
_ To w n no longer for train workers

*Government attempts to sell oﬀ housing
+Metro est.

^Station overhauled

Plans for complete redevelopment
*listed

Pull

Lift

Place

Cut

Development of dock completes
Garden city
+Turntable removed from site

lift
+Crane dislodged forming landscape by renovated dock

+Station links with Christiania

Housing development

+Metro capacity
_Reclaimed land dug out of site

+Station development [metro]

_Train lines disrupted
suspend

Stable

Pack

Load

Turn

Reverse

Observe

Balance

Suspend

Housing phase 1

turn

pack

_Bridge territory expanded
*Parliament becomes divided over influence over National Bank

New city gate at Frederiksberg

+Industrial park est.
cut
*Yellow town increases into landfill

+Gate develops into park
lift

^Excavated land forms new park

^Dock landscape reclaimed

+Cycle track incorporated into park
^Excavated land repositioned and forms new bank to bridge

pull
+Turntable relocated

#Frederiksport

turn

balance

*Housing re-opens

+Botanical gardens adopted into Østerport territory
>intervention into gardens
cut

place
_Milestone removed

+Frederiksberg opens botanical centre

+Tivoli Gardens opens branch

nnections with national bank

ming an exclave

+Christiania territory extended to Dock

_Station no longer used as primary entrance to vesterbro

_Demolotion at Frederiksport fringe makes way for redevelopment

*Parliament legislation influences development of Ørestad

ntracted

load
+New housing relocated

^New station rebuilt

_City demolished at location of former Aborreparken

_Christiansborg palace partially demolished

#Aborreparken II

+Redistributed land adds new towers to bridge

reverse

re ve

rs e

+Cycle path extended into station territory

New park at former location of ramparts
_Land taken from [reclaimed] gardens
[and original Aborreparken]
+Land reclamation redistributes former reclaimed land

*reconstruction ends

nt

_Crane dismantled
^building retained

_Yellow town demolished in railway expansion
Territorial flux

tender through the city

+Park formed from city moat in new location
place

stable
_Warehouse abandoned for original function
+Slaughterhouse partially rehoused in park

#Mastekranen II
New masting crane reconstructed using old parts

>Station descends into decay + ruin

Land surrounding Knippelsbro experiences flux of expansion and retraction

to state

^Palace renovation plans develop

turn

+Housig town rebuilt by central workshop
+Gate recontextualised with bank intervention
print

#Christiansborg Palace IV
For the first time in history the Danish Parliament changes location
+reconstruction phsing
suspend

*Park becomes branch

^Remnants of parliament renovated
+Station extends

cut
> Station relocates into reclaimed land
+ forms a new gate

pack

election
pull

+New station built within territory

ding branch transfers banking burden to new location

pack

nalbank II

*Frederiksberg becomes automonous from parliament

^Østerport renovated

building
balance

^Bridge reconnected
+ Builiding becomes listed
+Location of former parliament used as public municipal builidng

New plans for development

^Land surrounding crane developed into wayer

*political swing

^Town refurbished
+ Stations becomes public spaces
Territorial expansion

_Train line extends into Tivoli Gardens

>Gate is relocated in place of Parliament

*Government election enforces new legislation

#Frederiksberg Parliamnet
+Governing body devloped in Frederiksberg

banking purposes

Station land reclaimed into
public landscape

+New islands form from reclaimed land
+Station - land relation provides site for social housing

+Frederiksberg gate leads into parliament

_Station ceases function and becomes assemblage
pull
>Land taken from gate + replaced

+Reclaimed land reinforced

suspend

new hub for national railway

lift

^Tivoli gardens expand into the city

#Central Station II
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_Building no longer used for banking purposes

e
observ

+Cycling track incorporated through building

Bank works closely with Parliament over funding

print

#Nationalbank II

+New building branch transfers banking burden to new location
stable

+Bank sincorporates Lon currency in Christiania making them legal tender through the city

*Context creates residual park space by
National Bank

*Cycling expansion in city under threat due to new financial relationship with bank and government

*Ørestad receives financial backing from National Bank
social housing develops

*30 year monopoly contracted

*Government re-establishes connections with national bank

load

+Banks loses role in financial governing

Control
Distribute

+cycle demand for more direct links

Print

suspend

_Ørestad stalemate over unbuilt land and completed buildings

Reclaim retracton
land removed and redistributed, forming new topographies

FROM CODE TO SPACE
As an example of the way in which this
curated future might be translated from the
timeline code into a sequence of architectural
space, a segment of the timeline is spatialised
and played out in plan in order to establish
a link between time and architectural
manifestations of such. Here, sequential
events regarding the Danish National Bank
are played out.
Målforhold
Dato
© Københavns Kommune, © Cowi, Kort og data er vejledende.

ACT I ~e collsion of form
[Load / Suspend]

Aerial view of site in 1945, showing the buildings
preceding the National Bank and the newly reclaimed
land by the shore

As the national bank has become partially under
control by the government, a 9 square grid is
imposed on the fabric of the national bank, along
the axis of the parliament. From there spatial
arrangement moves through time and a process of
demolition and renovation is incurred.

The Danish National Bank
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1:2267
11/12-2013

Signaturforklaring

ACT I ~The collsion of form
[Load / Suspend]
As the national bank has become partially under
control by the government, a 9 square grid is imposed
on the fabric of the national bank, along the axis of
the parliament. From there spatial arrangement
moves through time and a process of demolition and
renovation is incurred.

ACT II ~ Spatial expansion
[Stable]
Through the sustanied relationship with the
government the occupation begins to swell in the
National Bank and the territory occupied by the grid
is progressing. The building now becomes a landscape
of unbuilt and rebuilt signifiers.

ACT III ~ Settle
[Print / Observe]
The increased relationship with the bank furthers the
redundancy of an independant National Bank. The
building is therefore entirely taken over by public
ocupation and the only remaining function - the
printing of Danish Kroner is dislocated in a new
building built upon furthered reclaimed land.
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I

Projecting the timeline

III

The temporal dimension of the project allows
the proposed enclave to be read as a series of
incremental transformations that gradually
establishes its identity and architectural
infrastructure. The role of representation
becomes about facilitating such a view of
the city and not as a static and finished set of
objects that appeared instantaneously. Bruno
Latour talks about this tension in architectural
representation, asserting that architecture is a
‘moving project’ and that
‘Even once it is has been built, it ages, it is
transformed by its users, modified by all of
what happens inside and outside, and that
it will pass or be renovated, adulterated and
transformed beyond recognition’.
This ‘life’ that Latour draws parallels to the
‘flight of a gull’ is thus an important element
in Copenhagen’s trajectory of destruction,
relocation, reconstruction and redefinition.
Using the properties of axonometry and other
combined representational techniques, this
aspect of the project will be emphasised.
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The Printing works in Perspective
The ‘finality’ of perspectival representation removes the
possibilty of change any trace of time and sequence
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+ New design for Ny Kroner

+Hidden underground vault

+Framework for timepieces installed
*sequence of movement initiated

+Municipal Bank opens
#Ny Vestertorvbank

+Land spread
*new contour line in lake

_Ground Demolished

+Land redistributed to form new "Bank"

Permamnent entrance to train station complete

Gate construction oﬀ site

+ New design for Ny Kroner

_Test prints at old printworks

[Engraving design]

printing phase
+ New design for Ny Kroner

*

+ Ny Kroner replaces original kroner

^Security system for vault storage replaced

* Landscaping public space renovated

+ building construction end

- emptied

+ New Printingworks operational

>Banknotes stored in vault
_Partial demolition of bank

~ consistent shifting in time

+Framework for timepieces installed
*sequence of movement initiated

+Municipal Bank opens
#Ny Vestertorvbank

+Hidden underground vault

_Ground Demolished

+Land redistributed to form new "Bank"

_Land Excavated by Soerne Lake

+Land spread
*new contour line in lake

+ New design for Ny Kroner

*

building phase of printworks

*
*

The proposed timeline for the Banknote Printworks

Henri Lefebvre asserts that the life of the
city is dependant on its ‘possibilities’.3
suggesting ‘the city will only be rethought
and reconstructed on its current ruins when
we have properly understood that the city is
the deployment of time.’4 In order to define
these sequences, coded timeline drawings are
curated to specify the processes and events
that incrementally establish the building’s
role in the enclave. These timelines elaborate
on the sequential build up of the design
through distinct phases of incompletion,
asserting that the design lives through the
process of construction.

Timeline detail
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Copper reaction timescale

Unexposed

7 months

4 years

10 years

25 years

Enclave Gate axonometric, using colour as a register
of time

e city
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^Archival process

_platform demolished and replaced
^Archival process

+Archival procedure initiated

+Gate completed on site

^Sequence of revolutions starts (one complete turn = 7 months

_Train service halted during final installation

Permamnent entrance to train station complete

Trains running at reduced cpacity

Gate construction oﬀ site

-Land redistributed to the city

*New ground plane established

Construction of city gate begins

-Land excavated around existing station

+Permanent entrance to platform built

-Train service halted during demolition

+Temporary entrance to platform

_Land and station demolished

+New platform renovated

Train lines halted during reconstruction

_Existing train platform demolished
*Plans for reconstruction develop

Timeline for Enclave Gate

Change in Copper colour

The use of axonometry to represent the
incremental build up and transformation of
each architectural proposal allows for aspects of
timelessness to be subverted into showing precise
time based gestures. It allows representation to
simultaneously outline multiple stages in time
within the same image. This is facilitated in
the drawings by colour, reflecting the decay
of copper over time from brown to green, as
a material register of time. The colour is thus
used to stage the incremental sequences of
the building ‘project’ as an ‘X-ray through
time’, reflecting an attitude of continuous
change and development. All processes of the
project are shown in simultaneity, alluding to
a completeness of the building whilst asserting
that it lies in flux.
.
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Banknote Printworks Axonometric
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IV ~ Engraving studio and vault erected

VII ~ Supports + Platform in place

II ~ Municipal Bank built

V ~ Building partially destroyed for new entrance

VIII ~ Landscaping

VI ~ Printworks hall installed

IX ~ Procedures simultaneous
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I ~ Land redistribution on shoreline
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III ~ Timepiece framework installed
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Observatory Axonometric
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Observation tower ‘in flight’

Observation tower ‘in completion’

The procedure of construction is demonstrated
in the Observatory as ruins from the original city
fort are raised up to its original height over time,
forming a new observation tower in the process.
As any individual perspective in this process
will show the incompleteness of the design, the
axonometric can show this process in mulitiple
states in multiple times.
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